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S’mores By The Fire
This fun fall evening activity was shared by
Mountain Vista Residents on our front patio.
The oldest Kiwanian recently recognized in
the State of Wyoming, Bob Hildrebrand, is
featured thoroughly enjoying his S’more!
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(James) Andrew Varner with Select
Rehabilitation is pictured left with
our Service Director, Darcy Englert.
Andrew wanted to experience long
golden locks and Darcy wanted to
experience a short and sassy
brunette style. Although it was
ultimately decided our man-crow
was most handsome bald, these
were wigs acquired for the creation
of our newest couple pictured on
the back of this month’s newsletter.

THANKSGIVING DAY. You pile your plates with turkey, dressing, two kinds of potatoes,
gravy, cranberries, pie – all the traditional foods – and dig in. Second helpings? Of course! An
hour later, after plenty of food and conversation, you push back and notice you’ve become very,

very sleepy. You think, “I’m sleepy because of the turkey.” Can your really call foul on the fowl?
The answer is – don’t blame it on the turkey. It’s a commonly held myth that turkey is high in
tryptophan – and causes the drowsiness (“turkey coma”) you feel after a big Thanksgiving meal.
The reality is that the amount of tryptophan in turkey is comparable to that found in chicken,
beef, and other meats. In fact, turkey doesn’t result in higher levels of tryptophan in your blood
more than other common foods.
So why do you get so sleepy after a big turkey dinner? Post-meal drowsiness on Thanksgiving
has more to do with what else is on your plate – in particular, carbohydrates. A heavy meal rich
in carbohydrates increases the production of sleep-promoting melatonin in the brain. Melatonin
is a hormone – produced in the pineal gland – that plays a role in regulating biological rhythms,
including sleep. Melatonin is sold as a sleep aid. Other factors in post-Thanksgiving meal
drowsiness include the amount of fat in the meal (which slows down the digestion), alcohol
consumption, overeating, and just plain tiredness from all the preparation and conversation with
relatives and friends. So don’t blame it on the Turkey—this fowl is not truly a foul.
Source: http://earthsky.org/human-world/does-eating-turkey-make-you-sleepy
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Man should forget his anger before
he lays down to sleep. ~ Mahatma Gandhi
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How to Get Back to Sleep
5 ways to sneak back into slumber-land after being thrown out
We've all been there. You're sleeping peacefully and,
for no good reason (or was it a door slamming, someone snoring, your fidgeting partner?), you're thrown
rudely back into unwanted consciousness. It's the
middle of the night...oh no! Now you're wide awake
with all those hours of darkness stretching before
you! If only you could feel this alert at your proper
getting up time!
So consider these as possibilities as to why sleep seems to fall from your grasp in the wee
small hours. But whatever the reasons, the following tips should help you fall back to
sleep. Or, if you have been depressed, they will help fall back into a relaxed, worry-free,
and replenishing sleep.

1) Don't sweat it!
This is fundamental. Body temperature is vital to healthy sleep. A common cause for night
time awakening is a dramatic shift in temperature, either by becoming too cold or too
hot. To fall asleep again, you need to ensure you're comfortably warm; but remember
that as you fall asleep, your core body temperature needs to drop a little in relation to
the temperature of your extremities - which is why cold feet can stop people from falling
asleep. If you find yourself waking up because you are too cold, add a heavier or another
layer of blankets. Also, try wearing very loose fitting socks that you can kick off even
while still in a state of sleep or relaxation. If you find yourself waking up because you are
too hot, only use cotton or bamboo sheets with less or lighter blankets. If you have a foam
mattresses, be advised that they do hold heat more than other types of mattresses.

2) Don't force yourself back to sleep
Focus on relaxing. Your are better off being awake and relaxed then in the midst of a
restless sleep. Sleep is a by-product of relaxation but, paradoxically, sleep doesn't always
lead to relaxation if the quality of sleep isn't great. Do the 'body scan' relaxation and let
sleep come as it will:
•

Focus your awareness to the area in the middle of your forehead.

•

Tell yourself that sleep will visit once you've made the right environment for it.

• Now, starting with your left hand, focus on that hand relaxing and 'watch' in your mind
as that relaxation starts to drift up your left arm and, bit by bit, throughout every part of
your body.

3) Change your mind from worry
What is worrying? Interestingly, the word worry comes
from an Old English word meaning 'to strangle' (hunting
dogs 'worry' their prey to death).

What is worrying?

Your brain is a problem-solving organ. When we worry,
we're looking for solutions (and possibly feeling hopeless
about not finding them). Looking for solutions is stimulating - because we're 'on the hunt'. So worrying will keep us
awake.

from an Old English

Interestingly, the
word worry comes
word meaning 'to
strangle' (hunting
dogs 'worry' their

prey to death).
If you find yourself worrying in those tiny hours, then get
creative. Take those worries and start to strongly imagine
that they have been solved. The more outlandish the solution, the better - this is fantasy. It doesn't matter how - a lottery win, a crazy business idea
that worked, a fairy Godmother — any creative ideas at all. This will do two things:
• It will switch your mind from 'hunting' to 'caught' mode. If you really imagine having
solved a problem, your mind gets the message it can shut down again and go back to sleep.
• It has to potential to provide you with possible genuine solutions to real problems because of 'out of the box' thinking. The mind only 'switches off' when it goes off 'hunt mode'.

4) Don't shed light on the matter
Don't switch on the light (or turn on the TV) unless you now realize you need to empty your
bladder or check on something you may have truly forgotten to take care of before getting
into bed. However, use as dim of light as possible while maintaining safety. Sound and light
will instantly affect alertness centers in your brain, making you wide awake very quickly. If
it is already light (because it's summer or you work the night shift)) get and use an eye
mask, especially if it is scented with lavender (long known to aid with sleep). It's simple:
Darkness and quietness equal sleepiness; Light and Sound equal wakefulness - at least as far
as your brain is concerned.

5) If you really can't go back to sleep, then don't
It could be that you are just not tired enough to sleep - just as when sometimes you're really
just still too full to eat any more. If so, then switch on the light (preferably not too bright)
and read. Reading is a great way of gently focusing the mind and a great distraction. You
may even find yourself dozing off while trying to read.
And remember, raiding the refrigerator for a midnight snack of left over Thanksgiving pie
and mashed potatoes will be more helpful than indulging in turkey.
Source: http://www.uncommonhelp.me/articles/how-to-go-back-to-sleep/ (edited)

Contact Us
Give us a call or visit our
website for more information
about our independent living
community and services for
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Visit us on the web at www.
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Our Newest Couple—Mr. & Mrs. Hay-Seed
Experience Independent Living Services and Activities at Mountain Vista.
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